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If formulas have always been your nemeses, this book is for you! Thoroughly practical and

authoritative, this book brings together, in three parts, thousands of formulas, rules, and figures

to simplify, review, or to refresh the user's memory of what he/she studied in school. This

desktop reference shows how to solve every kind of math and physics problem you're likely to

encounter in school and business, and it explains simply and easily how to find answers fast,

learn key formulas and definitions, study quickly and learn more effectively--from fundamental

mathematical rules to physical definitions and constants.Presents all formulas, rules, and

definitions precisely, simply, and clearly.Covers metric units of measurement, U.S. units of

measurement (USCS), tables of equivalents metrics and USCS units.Reviews the

fundamentals of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and analytical geometry.Presents the

application of differential equations and integral calculus.Solves problems concerning simple

interest, compound interest, effective rate, annuity, amortization of loans, and sinking fund

payment.Shows the comparative advantages of binomial distribution, standard distribution,

Poisson distribution, and normal distribution.Includes most used definitions and formulas of

kinematics, dynamics, statics, mechanics of fluids, thermal variable of state, thermodynamics,

electricity and magnetism, light, and basic definition of atomic and nuclear physics.Offers most

used fundamentals of physical constants.

About the AuthorWith more than 35 years of experience in applied engineering in the aircraft

and automotive industries, Vukota Boljanovic has performed extensive research in

development and manufacturing engineering, including the impact of design modification on

tools, dies, and processes selection, aircraft assembly and inspection. He received his B.S.,

M.S. and Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering and worked in Europe in both academia and

industry -- as a Professor of Aerospace Engineering and as Vice President for Research and

Development for an aircraft company where he oversaw industry and government funded

research on a variety of manufacturing topics. The author of four books, including Sheet Metal

Forming Processes and Die Design (Industrial Press, 2004), Die Design Fundamentals third

edition (Industrial Press, 2005), and numerous technical papers, Boljanovic has been

recognized by the aircraft industry and academia for several of his contributions to

manufacturing processes.! Before recently retiring in Knoxville, Tennessee, he spent five years

working in the American automotive industry. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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john, “I previously owned the paper copy.. This copy is exact. Like the paper copy. Thanks

Amazon book sellers for protecting copy writes from miscreants.”

Patrick Perdu, “Always in my toolbox.. I procured two different formula books. the other one is

the "Pocket book of integrals and mathematical formulas", also on amazon.This present one is

more physics-oriented and the other one more math oriented. Combined I have all I need.”

NatKa, “Nice little book. I keep as a reference material.  Very helpful.”

CasualFormality, “Great little reference. It has all those little things you forgot about

immediately after your final exam.”

Larry N., “Handy book for science majors. I'm a bio-chem major and I chanced upon this book

at my local bookstore. I'm taking calculus, chemistry, physics, and more calculus! This book

has just about every equation i've encountered in all of my classes in a travel sized book. Each

equation is accompanied by a brief description of how to plug in the numbers you have.It

contains:SI, Metric, US and equivalent Unit ConversionsAlgebraGeometry and

AnalyticalTrigonometryFinancial MathCalculusStatisticsPhysics (mechanica, fluid,

thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism, light, and wave motion)I would highly recommend

this to anyone who deals with physics, chemistry, finance and math in general to get this book.I

would NOT recommend it if you plan on learning the concepts from the book. This book

assumes you know already know what they are, and just need a quick refresher.”

Brian J. Tarr, “Fantastic Reference. This is a very handy book to have around. I am a college

student studying various natural sciences, and sometimes I find myself in need of a certain

formula which I can't remember. This book has any formula a student will need, all in a very

compact, well orgnaized package. It doesn't waste space with long explanations or

instructions; it has formulae, and the bare bones facts needed to use them.”

Sharon L. Mcgraw, “SAT Preperation. I ordered this book for my son based on his math

Professor's suggestion to prepare for his SAT test. He found it very helpful seeing as math is



not his strongest attribute. I would recommend this book as a good tool for anyone in need of

quick mathematical formula references.”

Doug, “Very good. I usually don't post reviews, but this book is worth mentioning. It is great

quick reference for formulas in one nice pocket design. Excellent layout and many, many useful

information! It cover everything from algebra to atomic physics. Great book!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Book. It was arrived very quickly. It is a good quick reference book

for students.”

The book by Vukota Boljanovic has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 10 people have provided feedback.
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